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VIOLENCE FROM TOP

EASTERN India is in ferment. Public discontent has spouted at
many places in Assam, West Bengal, a'nd Bihar and there is no sign

yet that the collective anger has spent itself. On the surface, the reasons
milY appear different, but basically they are all outbursts of exasperation
with an administration whose incapacity to relieve the economic distress
of the people is matched only by its smugness. The Government, which
will never learn, has responded to the situation in its characteristically
unsympathetic, arrogant, and tyrannical fashion. All its machines of
cruelty and harassment have been set in motion, and no one is left in
doubt that it is determined to confront the people with mounting
violence.

At Dibrugarh the Army stood by while the police repeatedly made
lathi-charges and arrested hundreds of students in the curfew-bound
town. The police had to rush to the aid of traders apparent.ly because,
in the opinion of the administration, the students had overstepped t.he
limits of sane consumer resistance to which Congress leaders themselves
have been goading the people ever since devaluation. Resentment has
now spread to other towns, and students everywhere are restive. With'
its flair for outdoing others the West Bengal Government. has already got
to its credit police firing on two occasions and how many lathi-charges
nobody knows for ·certain. In the steel town of Durgapur two employees
of the steel plant have been killed-.(me in firing and the other in lath i-
charge. The latter, in official parlance, is never otherwise than mlld, but
in the hands of the new defenders of law and order its mildness seems
to have acquired an unsuspected lethality. The employees wanted to
submit a memorandum to the General Manager of the plant-a crime for
which they have been made to pay so enormously. And work in this
vital sector has come to a standstill. At Ghatal in Midnapore the police
\vent into action, again in defence of a trader, and seven persons received
bullet wounds. The Bihar Government has launched what appears to be
an endless round of so-called preventive arrests which can only add to
the indignation that is behind the challenge of Bihar Bandh.

The Centre cannot evade its share of responsibility for this sudden
and wanton display of force by State Governments who care as little for
the lives of the people as their rights. They have got the clearance from
Mr Nanda himself who advised them to curb firmly incipient lawlessness
so t.hat sterner acti.on might not be necessary later. Perhaps Mr Nanda
made amends for what he did in Calcutta last March which earned him
a rebuke from Mr Atulya Ghosh at the Maidan rally only a few days a?;o.
In his effort to re-establish himself in the favour of sulking party bosses he
has endorsed a reign of terror. in the twisted logic of the Congress
Government all forms of expression of discontent at its ways have become
acts of lawlessness, and with Mr Nanda's blessini!: the State Governments
are now coming down on the distressed with all their might, The Centre
is a willing accomplice in this violence, for its police is at the disposal
of the States .. West Bengal has already secured a battalion from New
Delhi and two more are comin1!' No doubt other St.ates can also count
on such cooperation from the Centre so that the clamour for the bare
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necessities of life may be ruthlessly
silenc~d. The Government has taken
the offensive and resorted to violence
to forestall violence to be. In pur-
suing this self-defeating policy it is
only hastening a situation which it
professes to be anxious to avoid.

"Chhota" Fascism?
In this emerging pattern of repres-

sion, the arrests at Ahmedabad have
a special significance because of the
accompanying charges. Were the
arrests a preliminary Congress ven-
ture to test the efficacy of fascism
at the regional level? Even Mr
Nanda at the Centre has by im-
plication denied any knowledge
of the supposed conspiracy on
the part of the arrested indivi-
duals to organise violence in coope-
ration with the Communist Party of
India. In case Mr Nanda had known
about the conspiracy, we could have
trusted him to pre-empt the Gujarat
authorities in apprehending the
would-be mischief-makers. If the
Union Minister, who is in over-all
charge of the Union's internal secu-
rity, was not aware of such a gigantic
conspiracy to plunge the country into
violence, either he has been sleeping
on the job and deserves to be sacked,
or the whole s.tory is a convenient
fabrication from beginning to end.

In this instance we are prepared
to grant Mr Nanda the benefit of
the doubt; despite his other failings,
he cannot be as inefficient as all t,hat.
The arrests therefore reflect initiative
at the local level. The Congress
bosses in Gujarat obviously want to
enjpy a t.ranquil existence. Never
mind the hanky panky about demo-
cratic processes, let the entire Oppo-
sition be locked up. That will take
care of such occasional irritations as
the demand for a Martyrs' Memorial
or for increased dearness allowances
for low-paid State employees. And if
somebody complains about the rule
of law being infringed through such
preemptory arrests, it is too easy to
trot out the bogy of Communist cons-
piracy. Also how dare Communists
talk of the due processes of law-and
protest against the arrest of the
Mayor of Ahmedabad-when they do
not allow Mr Richard Nixon to con-
test t.he election for the post of Mayor
of Moscow-or Peking?

Mrs Sucheta Kripalani had shown
the technique last month in Uttar
Pradesh, and the Congress zealots in
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Gujarat have now taken it up. Soon
there may be other victims to the
temptation-Mr P. C. Sen for example
in West Bengal, or Mr D. P. Mishra
in Madhya Pradesh. It may seem a
facile way of running an adminis-
tration: if people have grievances
against the authorities, if they want
to agitate, pick them up, and throw
them in the cooler; in the sub.se-
quent Press Note, call them conspi-
rators bent on wrecking the demo-
cratic, secular Constitution of India,
which catastrophe could be prevent-
ed just in the nick of time by the
arrests. But this will not wash, and
for the simple reason that people will
soon recognise the technique for what
it is, fascism of the chhota varietv.
In no time, people will start retalia't-
~ng; then the fur will be really fly-
mg-.

We had thought that with the gra-
dual release of the Left Communists
during April and May, there will be,
at least till the general election, a
temporary lull in such manifestations
of authoritarian behaviour. B.Jlt ap-
parently those who prowl the cat-
walks of power can resist everything
except temptation,

Watch Durgapur .
The vast industrial complex that

has grown in and around Durgapur
had fortuitously received some atten-
tion, even before the recent firinl!;'i
leading to one death. A closer watch
should in fact have been there long
before the. latest clashes. Instead,
there was political rivalry of the
meanest. sort. Only personal or sec-
tional political interests can explain
why Durgapur is still not an admi-
nistrative unit in its own right but
a part of faraway Asansol; only a
total lack of rapport between New
Delhi and Calcutta can explain why
parts of Durgapur are under Central
control and the rest the State's busi-
ness. But at the root of Durgapur's
troubles is the fact that the Govern-
ment of India still does not know
the explosive charact.er of an indus-
trial complex set in an a~jcultural
context. Here is an uprooted society,
gathered from all parts of a diverse
country, which has been given no
sense of purpose. Clashes occur where
ambitions abound: Centre v State;
technocrat v bureauo'at; person v
person; unit v unit.

The immediate provocation for
the recent troubles seems obscure.

Labour has been restive far
time, for over it has hung for
the dark cloud of a dreadful e
insecurity. If order books
empty, could lay-off be far beh
The potential is there for all
workers to see; they also ~ee
mechanical potential wasted
of incompet.ence, or worse, higher
It will be wrong to dismiss the r
Durgapur troubles as yet another
dustrial dispute, though demands
higher wages there have been, fo
ing the steeply upward t.rend of
ces. Here are two kinds of min
clash: an administration geare
the slow and tranquil pace of a
ture and a r.ommunity thinkin
terms of the conveyor belt..
political implications of rapid in
trialization have not begun to
worked out by the Con~'es P
the recent event.s were only a por

There are quite a few farei
in Durgapur. They are unlikel
wait for the findings of a future
quiry, judicial or other, into
firings to form their own opini
They may be thinking t.hat he
an administration which is scared
its own people, uncertain of its
authority and hence panicky
every threat of a challenge, stri
localized though it be. Autho
strategy apparently is to keep tro
local by a show of immediate
power. It is true enough that
movements t.oday are pitifully I
in character. The smell of po
yet travels fast. Even the adi
bow and arrow seem now to
greater mechanical power; and
drama of Durgapur may yet
many acts to stage before an un
prehending audience.

The Steel Scandal
No other part of official proc

is perhaps so incomprehensible
laymen as that dealing with
and finance, which may be one
son why serious irregularities in
areas often escape public no
Even when they are reported
nature and implicatjons may not
immediately clear to ordinary p
That may also be the case with
affair involving Messrs Subraman'
Bhoothalingam and others.
Public Accounts Committee has
ported in detail and there has
much comment in Parliament
the Press, but it may still be
to recount the main facts of the

as t1:
report
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they emerge from the PAC's
t . ~

t will then be possible to see some
the inlluences that operate upon
Go\'clllment, and how.
aced with a surplus of steel in-
, labs and billets, the Govern-

ot decided to promote their ex-
t by offering an import incentive
a few select and shady firms; they
uld bc given licences for the im-
t of finishe~ steel if they could
rt the surplus semi-finished stuff.
practice, however, much more
rly double) in value was im-
ted than exported and a great
Iof foreign exchange was spent.

group of firms did particularly
I for itself; it obtained an import
ee worth more than Rs I crore

thout even entering into a corres-
nding contract for export. After

wa detected, "persistent efforts
made to cover up the whole

og", mainly by the Iron and Steel
mroller with the connivance, and
seems consent, of Mr BhoothaJin-

, who was then Secretary of the
I Ministry. A highly irregular

angement was devised and put in-
effect.
Enter !\Ir Subramaniam as Min-
r for Steel and Heavy Industry.

group of firms, for which Mr
ooulalingam and the then Iron
d Steel Controller had done so
eh had apparently done little to
pro\'e its record, and in Novell1-
r 1962 Mr Subramaniam issued an
er suspending all business deal-

by the Government with these
. ',\ new order to similar effect

t \alid for only two years was
ed on June 8, 1963-presumably
ause the existence of the earlier
er had been forgotten. On July
1963. however, Mr Subramaniam

ised the six-week-old order; the
t of the revision was tha t the

er would apply only to dealing~
the Steel MlOistry and the organi-
ons under its control. What had
pened during these six weeks

particularly revealing. The
uty Iron and Steel Controller,

first agreed that the June 8
r was applicable to all firms of
~roup concerned, changed his

d in less than a month and raised
in questions, as a result of which
matter was reconsidered and the
r made applicable only to firms
rned with trade and commerce.
re-rolling mills were immediate-
eluded from the scope of the

NOW

order. The next InItIative for re-
consideration came from the Iron and
Steel Controller, who suggested
exemption of a shipping firm belong-
ing to the same group. While this
suggestion was pending in the Steel
Ministry, a representative of the
group met the Minister personally.
The meeting took place on J ul y 20;
within three days the order of June 8
was revised by Mr Subramaniam. A
thoughtful Deputy Secretary had re-
frained from' taking immediate ac-
tion on the Iron and Steel Control-
ler's suggestion.

The PAC itself has expressed the
opinion that the second suggestion
from the Iron and Steel Controller's
office was unjustified, and that there
was probably leakage of confidential
information which enabled a repre-
sentative of the firms to see the Min-
ister at about the time this sugges-
tion was due to be considered by the
Steel Ministry.

It is now for the Government's
investigating machinery to find out
what made the Deputy Iron and
Steel Controller change his mind
and suggest exemption of the
re-rolling mills and what made
the Controller to show further
enterprise in suggesting exemption of
the shipping firm. It may be also
instructive to look into the factors
which prevented a Deputy Secretary
of the Steel Ministry to give imme-
diate att~ntion to the second refer-
ence by the Controller. Was he
waiting for the firms' representative
to have his meeting with the Min-
ister ?

As for the meeting itself, we have
it from Mr Subramaniam that the
man from the group of firms con-
cerned apologised and gave an assur-
ance of good conduct in the future.
This, according to the tender-hearted
Minister, was why he revised his
earlier order. It is, however, on re-
cord that at an earlier stage he had
said that it was on the Transport
Ministry's assessment that he had re-
vised the order. Now that the
strange meeting of July 20, 1963 has
become public knowledge, people
would like to know what happened
and they have been given a suitable
version; the Minister, deeply moved
at the sight of penitent private enter-
prise (and indeed what enterprise I) .
decided to reduce the punishment.
What seems still inexplicable, how-
ever, is that this wonderful meeting
of minds had been kept secret until

the PAC brought it to light. As for
the effect of the meeting, the PAC's
verdict is unambiguous: "It is ob-
vious that the revision of the order
made on July 23, 1963 meant, in
effect, that no action whatsoever was
taken against this group of firms in
this case ... " Such then is the past
record of our present Food Minister,
who has had no mean role to play in
increasing our dependence on U.S.
food supplies and devaluing the
money with which, at least theoreti-
cally, to buy that food. It is time Mr
Subramaniam resigned but Indian
Ministers seldom resign even after a
major scandal of the kind just re-
ported.

The Wrong Book
With every reporter setting him-

self up as a Walter Lippmann, all
opinion and no facts, it has lately
been difficult to know what is what.
We know, for instance, that the Gov-
ernment was last week somewhat dis-
comfited in the Lok Sabha for seek-
ing to evade questions on certain
text-books in Kashmir. Just what
was objectionable in those books was
never clear any more than why the
Union Home Minister was being held
responsible for the books. We had
not earlier seen it suggested that his
Ministry had anything to do with
text-books in any other Indian State.
But then we are probably old-fashion-
ed in thinking that text-books are a
part of education, which even at the
Centre has a separate ministry to it-
self. Action, however, appears to
have been taken to withdraw the
offending books; the Prime Minister
herself is said to have bowed to the
wishes of the House.

\Vithout prejudice, therefore, to
whatever has or has not been said in
the allegedly offensive text-books in
Kashmir, we must wonder whether
Parliament should not ask itself whe-
ther it is enhancing the cause of
liberty by making the Home Ministry
responsible for· what is or is not to
be read in our schools. Since we are
not so naive as to believe that edu-
cation, or anything else, can, or
should, be kept "above" politics, we
cannot altogether support laissez
faiTe in education; we know what the
spirit of commerce has done to the
text-book trade in many States. In
many States, too, it has been seen
that the Government's intervention
has improved neither the quality nor



the quantity of text-books our chil-
dren need for the education they get.
In West Bengal, for instance, there
are approved text-books galore which
purvey the crassest possible forms of
illiteracy. Parliament has not been
known to be worked up over those.

In Kashmir, we imagine, politics
got into the illiteracy; politics usually
does, .or vice versa. But, once again,
Parliament aBly imposes an impossi-
ble rigidity on the Government by
reiterating time and again that cer-
tain issues fire "beyond question",
not "negotiable". If the laws of the
land were strictly enforced, the late
Mr Lal Bahadur Shastri could easily
have been prosecuted for discussing
Kashmir at Tashkent; the President
himself was guilty of something or
other when he spoke of the possibility
that India might be wrong in think-
ing that she was right on every count
in her disputes with China and
Pakistan. We have nothing at all to
say about the impugned text-books in
Kashmir; we have not seen them;
but it will be a pity if the Home
Ministry is given, even by implica-
tion, any kind of authority t.o lay
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down what should or should not be
read in schools, in Kashmir or else-
where.

In East Pakistan
A correspondent wr£tes :

A brisk competition in repressive
practices is going on between the
Governments of India and Pakistan.
What these are at home is well known.
There, in East Pakistan, 3500 are re-
ported to be in detention and more
people are being rounded up as the
Awami League and the National
Awami Party prepare for a movement
in mid-August. The Press is having
a difficult time. Democracy in the
Orient, basic or parliamentary, can-
not flourish without the rulers orga-
nising 'resistance' groups; so Ayub's
men, mostly non-Bengalis, are gang-
ing up to disrupt any movement and
to encourage communalism-that
country liquor of the ignorant. The
President himself is an the spot, de-
claiming the virtue of religion as a
binding force and threatening seces-
sionists. The movement, if it gets
going, will sure be India-inspired,
just as any massive outburst any-
where in India is always the outcome
of The Sino-Pak Collusion.

Whether the mid-August movement
in East Pakistan will be jointly spon-
sored by the Awami League and the
NAP is not yet known. Maulana
Bhasani wants a united front on the
basis of a minimum programme. The
Working Committee o~ the provin-
cial NAP on July 19 decided to press
for the following demands: full ra-
tioning in towns; at least 3 seers of
rice and wheat per week per adult in
every village; the cost of rationed
rice not to exceed Rs. 20 a maund
and that of wheat Rs. 10; extensive
relief operations in flood-stricken and
scarcity areas; test relief; 8tern mea-
sures against hoarders and smugglers;
procurement and distribution of rice
to be supervised by representative
committees; State trading in rice;
lower prices of essentials and arrange-
ments to sell them cheap; fair price
shops for workers in industrial areas;
land ceiling not to exceed 100 bighas'
reform of the land tenure system on
the basis of land for the poor; re-
peal .of the Emergency; release of
political prisoners; and withdrawal
of the curbs on the Press.

The NAP programme of action in-
cludes meetings and demonstrations,

signature campaigns, hartals and s
in strikes. Wherever possible,
party committees should bet set
to back the movement for food a
against repression.

Nowhere in this
autonomy mentioned.
conference Maulana Bhasani s
that the minimum programme i
eluded the demand for provine'
autonomy. There could be no
tional solidarity without provin'
autonomy, he said, and warned
sident Ayub that if he dragged
feet there would be danger.

Perhaps the July 19 programme
the NAP is short-term and taeti
whereas their long-term strategy
incorporated in the earlier 14 Roin
Some of these are: dissolution of
existing legislatures and formation
new ones on the basis of adult f
chise. A National Assembly so fa
ed should introduce a federal a
parliamentary system of governmen
West Pakistan should be a federati
comprising Punjab, Sarhad, Sind a
Baluchistan. Pakistan mu,St wi
draw from SEATO and CENT
East Pakistan must be self-sufficie
in defence. The headquarters of
Navy should be transferired to t
East. Flight of capital from the
must be stopped. Banking, insuran
and the jute industry have to be
tionalised. The land ceiling sho
be 33 acres in East Pakistan and I
acres in the West.

There was anxiety in Ea~t Pakist
when Maulana Bhasani announ
his intention to fast indefinitely fro
July 19, demanding a solution of
food and flood problems, release
political prisoners, the right of se
determination for the Kashmiris
an end to the barbarous US aggr
sion in Vietnam-an impressive Ii
indeed. But at the request of t
provincial Working Committee
Maulana agreed to wait.
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In Vietnam

Vietnam Roller-Coster
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Here, however, a crucial difference
has to be made. The planes are
more modern ahd have more lethal
power than those used during the
Korean war. Recently, for instance,
the New York Times published a
report on what is called the CBU,
meaning "cluster bomb unit" the
sound of which, the report said, "is
terrifying and stupendous, like a
chorus of kettle drums played by
giants." The eBU is a cannister
containing more than 800 little
bomblets with fat orange noses and
silvery tail fins. These bomblets fall
to earth out of the cannister in "a
destructive and demoralizing pattern
of pyrotechnics."

The New York ITimes says that a
new and better eBU has been deve-
loped which spews both napalm and
lethal steel pellets from bomblets.
These bombing devices are obvious-
ly meant to kill troops rather than
to destroy installations for which
other types of bombs are perhaps
used. The report says, "The U.S.
Defence Department and White
House seem ashamed of eBU and of
other so-called 'exotic' weapons, in-
cluding a new and better brand of
napalm. Air Force and other mili-
tary spokesmen in Vietnam are for-
bidden by Washington to discuss
such weapons, but journalists in the
field know about them from witness-
ing their use and talking to combat
soldiers."

While destruction of lives and pro-
perty from the air goes on, one in-
triguing question is why the power-
ful American air force could not suc-
cessfully interdict the flow of arms
alleged to be coming from the North
through roads "turned into boul-
evards", to quote from President
Johnson's recent speech. According
to a figure given in an illuminating
article by Bernard Fall" an expert
on Vietnam and also a critic of
Johnson's policy, during the Korean
war, 34,211 enemy vehicles were
destroyed as against 1,500 t.hus far in
Vietnam. In terms of the massive
number of sorties, this is indeed a
small figure, assuming, of course,
that arms were carried, as Johnson
said, by trucks driving "bumper to
bumper".

Something Wrong
There must be something wrong,

judging from American figures them-
selves, in the interdict.ion offensive
carried out by American planes in

fence Department said that the U.S.
lost 386 fixed-wing aircraft-286 of
them over the North. Compare this
with the toll in Korea where in
three full years of war, the U.S. lost
1,109 aircraft to ground fire. Of this
total, 652 were World War II pro-
peller type. The rate of annual
loss was 369, less than the rate of
loss in Vietnam.

In Korea, America planes flew
about 420,000 sorties against ground
targets in addition to 69,000 air-to-
air combat operations. This is ap-
parently a three-year total. The
sortie 'statistics for Vietnam are not
available. But in a news conference
in early July, Defence Secretary
McNamara said that the June sortie
rate for the '1,800 aircraft stationed
in South-East Asia was 7,000. The
air strikes clearly have been in-
creased, but the rate is nowhere as
high as in Korea.

12, 1966

.5. FLIERS DOWNED BY
. VIET WEAPONS

1'S FACE BARRAGE OF
29 MISSILES

They prefer the night.
The night is kind of kind:
Hawks sleep; Bats are blind
To light, but quicker in the catch.
Like leather cats, the geckos stalk.

Might (do we say?) mites its size.
Solomon saying: How are the mighty
Fallen.
Today, the fallen forests fire December;
The geckos go humbly after flies,
Dinosaurs on distemper.

N0W watch the geckos on the wall:
Cusped clawed, the former roaring rex clings, crawls

Across the ceiling chasing flies and gnats.
The dinosaur downfall competes
With bats for fly-meat.

Stretching to catch
They often fall upon their backs,
When ants take pity on their helplessness
And eat their flesh.

was the headline of a news-
per of July 21. Next day,
e newspaper [rontpaged the
anotl1er attack on' U.S. air-
on North Vietnam-Reds

2 More U.S. Planes, a shorter
screamed.

with casualties on the ground,
Press reports say are light

to the disproportionate
d wounded among the

Vietcong, the American air
are mounting at a rate
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war.
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A. M.

Vietnam. In Korea, too, Fall says,
the interdiction efforts were not as
successful as it was claimed in daily
statistics. According to Vice-Admiral
Clark, Commander of the 7th Fleet,
the air attacks on the supply line
"did not interdict. The Commu-
nists got their supplies through;
and for the kind of war they were
fighting, they not only kept their
battle line supplied, but they had
surplus to spare so that by the end
of the war they could even launch
an offensive."

The relative failure of the Ame-
rican air force to stop the assistance
from the North which Washington
claims is at the root of the troubles
in the South, points up two things:
First, despite American arms supe-
riority, the military position of Com-
munists is perhaps not so bad as is
often suggested here and there by
official spokesmen. If Ho Chi Minh
is determined to fight it out, this is
not an act of desperation, but one
based on a careful assessment of pros
and cons of the course of the war.

Second, as the entire people of
North Vietnam get involved in sup-
plying arms and other forms. of
military assistance, then, by a CUrIOUS
turn of logic, the so-called "source"
of Vietcong strength can be located
in the people of North Vietnam.

With the escalation of war in
Vietnam, there has been a steady
refinement in the interpretation of
the source of Vietcong strength.
This process of interpretation may
reach a danger point which Bernard
Fall describes With a touch of -irony.
"Yet, as in Korea, the Vietnam war
is now likely to ride the upswing of
the blood-drenched roller-coster into
the annihilation of industries, flood
control, and irrigation dams, and
cities and villages-for, after all,
when all of North Vietnam will sup-
ply the Vietcong and the infiltrated
divisions with the help of massive
coolie labor, peoPle must become the
strategic target. And they will. Never
fear, they wilL"

This is the question that hangs
over burning Vietnam and worries
confused counsellers of Vietnam
policy in Washington.

I am ashamed of (the British) Par-
liament and want sincerely to apolo-
gize to my constituents and the coun-
try. They elected me to do a seriou3
job) not to be part of an idiotic circus.

Atkinson, Labour M.P.
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Calcutta

NOBODY is allowed these days to
book a passage to a foreign

country-either by boat or by ait-
without the sanction of the Reserve
Bank of India. Yet the rigours of ob-
taining a passport-or an additional
endorsement on the passport-seem
to have only increased over the last
few years. A visit to the Regional
Passport Office on Brabourne Road
can be a nightmarish experience:
long queues of patient citizenry;
rude and callous bureaucrats; an
acrimonious game of ring-a-ring-a-
roses concerning what would normally
be one of the fundamental rights ac-
knowledged by the Constitution-the
right to travel. If the exigencies of
the foreign exchange position would
warrant a certain restraint on the
exercise of this right in specific cases,
the Reserve Bank is vested with suffi-
cient powers to ensure that such res-
traints are applied. Without docu-
mentary evidence of legitimate means
of support abroad, the Bank would
not allow tickets to be issued. Given
this 'P-form' control, the duplication
of bureaucratic elIort at the passport
offices could surely be drastically re-
duced, and it should have been pos-
sible by now to get a passport about
as easily as a ration card. I quite rea-
lise that certain minimum procedure
has to be gone through to establish
the identity of the individual who
has applied for a passport, but there
are ways of shortening the elongated
police enquiries at present insisted
upon. And. the requirement of a
bank guarantee is a perfect piece of
non sequitur. In any case, the Re-
serve Bank would go with a fine
toothcomb through the evidence fur-
nished on the individual's means to
support himself abroad. 1;:ven in the
extreme event of the passport hold-
ex's parking himself abroad on an
Indian Embassy, the rupees lying in
a local bank cannot be converted into
foreign exchange to meet his expenses
without, again, the sanction of the
Reserve Bank

* •
What is however much more UrI-

tating is the tyranny of petty ideolo-
gues in the regional passport offices.
These offices are usually under either
relatively junior Foreign Service offi-

Diary

cers or promoted elerks from
Ministry of External Affairs,
them, a request for an endor
for a socialist country is abo
bad as an enquiry for mari'
Sorry, the endorsement cann
given at the regional office, th
has to be referred to New Delh'
the applicant can suck his thum
the next three months. This
cal value judgment does not stop
socialist countries alone. A n
of African and Latin American
tries are equally suspect. For ex
last year the regional office at Ca
would not endorse my passpo
Algeria. I had already endorse
for at least seventy countries in
Europe, Africa and the W
hemisphere; but the passport
could not care less. He must
picked up gossip at a cocktail
that Algeria is not a 'right' co
it smacks of revolution. I had t
all the way to New Delhi to get
endorsement.

4: ~':;

In the United States the Su
Court has ruled that under no
cumstances could the holding of
cific political beliefs on the p
an individual be made the rea
deny him a passport, Even tra
what the US administration h
elared to be 'alien' territories, Sll

Cuba and North Vietnam, may
be ground enough for the im
ing of passports-the legal tussl
t~is issue is still going on in the
rIcan courts. There have been
few similar attempts in our co
t? test ~he legality of particular
SlOns of passport authorities, and
now Members of Parliament have
shown much concern either. I
of se\'~ral instances of passports 11
were ISSued around 1958 and
then endorsed, among other
tries. for China ; at the time of
routine renewal after five years,
endorsement for China was in
ably crossed out. We are not I
at war with China; not even
milder expression of official a
sity, namely, the rupture of
matic relations, has been ind
i~. All that has happened i
SlDce the 1962 warfare, that co
is officially recognised to be our
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and who could obtain a visa fOl

~hina last yea.r. Mr Koningsberger
1S no swoonmg admirer - of the
Chinese system. He complains of
"having endless dealings with a
Kafkaesque officialdom", and of the
strains that are imposed on the
visitor's neutrality: "Interpreters,
guides, and other officials are for
ever trying to sell the country and
its. system to visitors, and, predict-
ably, they go about it the wrong way.
They sow unjustified doubts, for
they exaggerate, they insist that every-
thing is fine, they obscure those
things that are not, and, being total-
ly unable to laugh at themselves,
they seem intolerably smug".

Despite the .caveat, Mr Konings-
berger admits that in China food is
plentiful and prices are reasonable.
"The big stores display their wares
attractively, using mirrors, flowers
and the like; there is I!.0 atmosphere
of scarcity, nor is there any of that
drabness found-except in some
special stores in ·the capitals-
throughout Communist Eastern
Europe". In the towns, the rice
ration per person per day in 1965
was 1.1 lb., or 3.5 kilos per person
per week, which is more than twice
what we get in India. In the country-
(side, the peasants were guaranteed
250 kilos of rice or wheat flour per
person per year. This is remarkably
high, even when one excludes the
consideration that the Chinese in-
take of protein in the form of meat
and fish is substantially higher than
ours. At the time of Mr Konings-
berger's visit, all food items except
rice were unrationed and apparent-
ly in good supply. He quotes some
typical prices, and, translated at last
year's exchange rate, they look as
follows in the Indian rupee:
Rice, per lb. (accor-
ding to quality)

Apples, per lb.
Peaches, per lb.
Pork, per lb.
Dried fish, per lb.
Eggs, 1 kilo (about

20)
Sugar, per lb.
Soap
Cigarettes (a pack

of twenty)
Combs
Tooth brushes
Men's shirts
Sweaters
Good-cooking
sneakers

• '*'

Is Mr Asoka Mehta suffering from
the delusion that our failure on the
economic front is largely a failure
in public relations? While in China
even a relatively minor economic suc-
cess on the part of an individual
citizen would be seized by the autho-
rities and propagated to the world
as a glorious example of the invin-
cible forward march of socialist plan-
ning, in our country, he complains,
any similar achievement, whether in
the public or the private sector, is
slurred over by the newspapers,
which will however treat the nega-
tive aspects-such as failure to reach
the Plan targets-at laboured length.
It perhaps has not occurred to Mr
Mehta that one reason for such
divergence in public attitudes in the
two countries may lie in the nature
of the achievements themselves. In
this very year, when we on our part
are reeling under inflation, some very
impressive statistics about how the
Chinese are faring in their effort to
hold the price line have turned up
in an article carried in two recent
issues (April 23 and 30) of, of all
things, the New Yorker, that very
posh, very bourgeois American maga-
zine. The author of the article is
Mr Hans Koningsberger, a Dutch
writer who lives in New York City

be inappropriate in our case, and yet
it is my feeling that, in such matters
as choice of technology and the orga-
nization of agriculture, there' is
bound to be a large common ground.
I have little doubt that, in case we
possessed adequate knowledge of the
way the Chinese are managing the
procurement and distribution of
foodgrains, many of the ideas could
be adapted to good effect here in the
current year.

But no, thou must not know thy
enemy. We proceed on the assump-
tion that we can beat the enemy in
his own game even without possess-
ing elementar~ notions of what the
game is about. We therefore mostly
lean on a stringer of journalists
ensconced in the ·safety' of Hong-
kong, Saigon, Bangkok and, of late,
Taipeh. Naturally, they think their
duty is well rounded off by the
despatch of highly coloured gossip,
picked locally, on conditions in
China, most of which is wish-fulfil-
ment of some sort or other. This
form of illiteracy will persist, as long
as official policy does not change in
New Delhi.

ry. On the primitive prin-
that contamination with evil
be a\Oided by all means, our
ment now frowns upon any

of link with China, including
and travel. There is little

for the point of view that
rt of attitude can harm us

than it harms the Chinese. One
know at first hand what the
ry is up to if one wants to
e better of him in the long
thi is precisely why nations
in espIOnage networks in
lands. Weare however not

prepared to take the advantage
rning more about Chinese
pments from non-clandestine
tions. Whether China would

in an} case admitted them is
r matter, but, ever since 1959,

Government has not shown any
t at all to send scholars and
lists there. President Johnson
want to infiltrate American
rs into China, but not us-

puritans par excellence, and
to protect our ci tizenry from
elil and hearing evil.

• •
a deliberate policy of embrac-

rgnorance can have serious con-
nees. During the process of

icgrowth, a developing nation
for dear life, keep on com-
notes, historical as well con-

rary. In India, we should
re our own efforts in economic

opment with similar efforts, at
r stages of development, by
nations, so that we can learn

unlearn from their mistakes and
s. In these comparisons, the

must be right, the models must
approximately reasonable. In
of per capita income level, pre-
raneeof agriculture, magnitude
pulation, size of the country,
ee of climatic conditions, low
Ibase of literacy, and lack of a
ed urban working class, the

model to India is certainly
porary China, and neither
nor the USA, neither the

t Union-not even the Soviet
of the twenties or thirties-

France. This does not imply
the 'model' has to be copied

IY, but it should be studied,
the way problems analogous to
are tackled over there must be
d with care. Since the poli-
institutions vary, I dare say
of the Chinese solutions will
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Napoleon once said that it was
to distribute medals than pensio
could be argued that it is easier to
tribute morality than rice. Chea
may be, but it is not easier ; it r
of all govemment representatives an
tude that is little short of saintly.

~ cannot sell this brand of morality th
the rolled-down window of a
limousine or from a carpeted offi«
fact, you have to be as poor as the
you are selling it to. China has a
Class, but not in the East Eu
sense; its elite may have power,
they at least appear to have nothiug
I t is a class, as far as I COll ld .
egalitarian and puritanical men. "
is poor but proud", they tell the
"and we are all equally and hono
poor".

article;

something from out of the
freeze. The Opposition onsJaugh
Parliament has only made the
ernment desperate. The 'ghera
psychosis Congress spokesmen
denouncing during the debate
now overcome the Governmen~
would seem, with all the pIa
arrests in different parts of the c
try under the Home Minister's
tructions. When Mr A. K. Gop
cornered Mr Nanda on the Ahm
bad arrests, the Home Minister
what happened between him and
Chief Minister was a confiden
matter. But this column was a
the first to report the coming aU
on civil liberties and the Gov
ment's plan to treat it as a "law
order" problem. The Govern
feels "encircled" now and is se
ghosts all around.

The debate as such was lar
listless. Prof Hiren Mukherji
a good speech in the beginning a
better speech at the end but he
better grounds on which he
have attacked the Government.
Government did not command
support of the entire Congress
in tbe first place and therefore, it
no legal basis. It is surprising
he did not stress this. Of co

NOW

Delhi Letter

Mr Koningsberger describes in de-
tail the fervour of the new morality
that has gripped China, the morality
which insists that everybody works
for the common good rather than for
himself. Strictly for the delectation
of Mr Asoka Mehta-and, let me
add, his Cabinet colleagues-, I will
end by reproducing in full one brief
paragraph from Koningsberger's

travelling through this vast countrv
and 'looking for hours out of train
windows or walking along country
lanes, sees many poor people, many
people working hard with primitive
tools, but no one looking badly in
need of more food. How such a
person looks is not something any-
one who has ever set foot in India
or in Haiti or in the mountains ot
Mexico is likely to forget."

'*' '*'

Government By Sufferance
FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

GIMMICKS work, up to a certain
point, if they are not over-

done. But the gimmick of Nehru's
legacy does not click any more. We
saw that in the Lok Sabha last week.
A mere claim to belong to the Nehru
continuum is enough justification
for a Government by sufferance. Let
not the Government give the impres-
sion that it is here by sufferance, Mr
Krishna Menon told the Congress
benches, much to the discomfiture of
the Prime Minister herself. But
what did, one hear later from the
Prime Minister? There was a similar
no-confidence motion against her
father and she knew the fate of all
such no-confidence motions, etc.
There was more sentiment than logic
to such things, but to sum up, the
Government took a bad buffeting in
Parliament last week and its total
incapacity to find itself on the rails
again was in doubt. Of course, the
"three musketeers" of the devaluation
decision successfullly pretended to be
the innocents of Indian politics and
it was left to a half-hearted Patil, a
reluctant Krishna Menon and a
fumbling, stuttering Mrs Gandhi to
defend the policies.

At the end of it all One got the
clammy feeling of having to swallow

28.00 to 50.00
4.50

from 16.00

40.00
0.80p

from 1.60p
8.00
2.00

24.00
20.00

56.00
290.00
from 6.00
from 20.00
from 100.00

20.00

8.00
13.00
from 3.00

Children's leather
shoes

Sma 11 children's
sweaters 5.00

Children's c lot h
shoes 14.00

Women's jackets 90.00
Women's shorts, III

all colours
Girl's blouses
Women's good lea-
ther shoes

Men's good leather
shoes

Plastic sandals
Leather sandals
Men's trousers,

Western style
Good material for a

man's suit (for
about a yard)

Straw hats
Hand towels
Umbrellas
Hand fans
Suit-cases of metal

or wood
Suit-cases of rattan
Big cloth suitcas'es
with metal lock
and metal trim

Sturdy bicycles
Sun glasses
Alarm clocks
Radios
Round woo den

table on painted
metal legs

Bamboo three-shelf
rack

Buckets
Pots and pans

According to Mr Koningsberger,
as of last year, the salary of an ap-
prentice in a textile mill, at Rs. 70.00
a month, was about the lowest in-
come in towns, anQ. that of a senior
physician in a hospital, at Rs. 500.00
a month, the highest. Rents were
nominal, there was no income tax,
medical service was free for most
people, and a food bill for one per-
son came to Rs. 20.00 a month and
above. Those of us who are by now
resigned to the fancy prices charged
by Park Street restaurants would be
tantalized to know that the poshest
restaurant in Peking, the Garden of
Pleasure, charged only Rs. 9.50 for
its most elaborate meal.. In regard
to the general availability of food,
here is the author's final assessment:
"The most sensible way of summing
it all up may be to say that anyone
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Acharya Ranga attacked the Govern-
ment from his own standpoint and
after that it was a tortuous debate
until Mr Patil and Mr Krishna.
Menon intervened. The Prime Min-
ister made much of the fact that the
Opposition contradicted itself. The
speech writer was only being smart
and perhaps she had not had the
time to go throug-h it carefully before
she came to ParlIament on Thursday.
If the Opposition contradicted itself,
there was nothing for the Congress
to chuckle. The Opposition spanned
the entire spectrum but what about
the Congress arguments cancelling
each other out? Mr Pati! said de-
valuation was inevitable. Mr Menon
said he did not consider anything
inevitable. What was left now was
to prevent another devaluation and
yet another and the collapse that was
to come after a series of devaluations. '
Mr Patil twitted Prof Mukherji on
his involvement in Vietnam. The re-
ply to this came from Mr Menon
again.

And again, both the right-wing
Opposition and the, right-wing Con-
gress held that devaluation was the
culmination of wrong policies over
18 years. The Prime Minist.er could
not get a single Minister of standing
to intervene in the debate. Mr Patil
refused to speak at first and agreed
to it later when it was pointed out
to him that Prof Mukherji's attack
was aimed against him, too, though
Mr Patil was never mention~d by
Prof Mukherji. Prof Mukherji seems
to have tripped here again. At the
outset, he named the three "nondes-
cripts" and went on to attack the
PrIme Minister later. When Mr
Patil said some Ministers had been
singled out for attack, Prof Mukherji
intervened to say he wanted the
"whole assorted lot" to go. But later,
winding up the debate, he wanted
at least the three Ministers to resign
and seek re-election. This was the
only follow-up action he could think
of, he said.

Pathetic To Watch
The Government's isolation from

the Congress party appeared com-
plete and it was pathetic to watch
known critics of devaluation like Mr
H. C. Mathur and Mr Bhagwat .Tha
Azad defend the decision. The Prime
Minister had nothing new to say. A
dead-pan voice, except when the
Opposition heckled her. She deviat-
ed from the script to deplore the

12
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Opposition's attitude. It is our
image of ourselves ·that would bring
us down, she said. And again to-
wards the end, she spoke of the
growing lawlessness and disorder.
She refused t.o believe that all the
agitations were the result. of econo-
mic discontent. Vague reiteration
of faith in the socialist goal and non-
alignment was a sop for the frustrat-
ed, angry left-wing in the Congress
party. The smarter set in the Press
Gallery wrote about the Prime Min-
ister's parliamentary triumph where
there was none. But it would be
well to recall that Mr Nehru faced
his first no-confidence motion only in
1963 and Mr Shastri survived one
every six months on average. The
Prime Minister fa~ed her first cen-
sure six months after assuming office,
exact almost to the day.

It was amusing to hear the Prime
Minister talk of the Government's
determination to go ahead with com-
mitted policies. But where did she
stand in relation to the party? There
is little hope of an understanding
with Mr Kamaraj. In the election
year, there are new tensions in the
party already. As briefly reported
last week, Mr Morarji Desai is be-
lieved to be keen on a rapproche-
ment with Mr Kamaraj. A Bombay
weekly, which has been promoting
Mr Morarji Desai for a decade now,
claims that he would be Home Min-
ister after Mr Kamara j returns.

There are wild rumours of a Cabi-
net reshuffle just before the August
session of the Working Committee.
It is likely, though. Every situation
needs scapegoats and it is not diffi-
cult to find them. But how can a
Government which has lost all sense
of direction and is caught in the
coils of its own creation survive in
this fashion, and how long? It has
survived in the recent, past through a
series of ad hoc responses which
hardly add up to any policy.

Aid, for instance. It IS now patent
that the World Bank did not pro-
mise aid but only efforts towards se-
curing aid. The effort has failed.
The entire plan is in jeopardy. The
Prime Minister had all the trite argu-
ments to defend devaluation but
was silent about aid. It would not
be coming after all, until there is
another devaluation. The Govern-
ment's response to the Vietnam situa-
tion has been negative too. Mr
Krishna Menon said the Interna-
tional Cont.rol Commission has been

virtually bombed out of ex
The moment the U.S. carries
into the "no-man's" land
Canada and Poland are poli
members of the ICC, the
against the Indian people.

The courtjers might have ev
son to feel happy that the
Minister has trIumphed in
ment. 'But the Government
to be in an introspective mood
A number of Ministers are lill
come under a cloud in the nex
weeks 'and there would be e
controversies, all of which
shatter the Congress image on t
of the elections. The Prime .
ter has to keep the company he
and" if possible, build up a cou
weight to the Syndicate. Mr A
Ghosh thinks if the West Bengal
ernment gets tough with the Op
tion and clamps them in jail,
could take care of the election.
Home Minister is trying to look
he never transgressed on the
Government's jurisdiction in rela
to law and order!

ICS Lobby
Everything is at a stand till

There is already a "bundh" in De
T1he Finance and the Comm
Ministry are fightng it out over
export incentives. Whoever held
steel portfolio iJ;! the past is jill
and the ICS lobby is ganging
against the Minister. In the
Sabha t.he other day, when a fo
ICS stalwart, Mr N. Dandekar of
Swatantra Party, opposed any dis
sian on Mr Mahdu Limaye's mOLi
someone shouted "ICS loyalty." T
ICS lobby contends that the Min
ters and not officials are answera
to Parliament since the official ha
no means of defending themselves
fore the House. So there is a ill

in the Secretariat .to demand t
in future all major decisions be oU
ed by the Ministers within a reaso
able time. Until the Minister initi
a decision, it should be regarded
tentative. The cold war between t
ICS officials and the Ministers .
reaching the point of deep-freeze. I
the past, some of the Ministers hal
shown excessive solicitude for Ie
officials. Even the Prime Minist
has developed a sneaking admiration
for the efficiency of this tribe. A
Right Communist leader from the
South met her soon after she took
over as Information and Broadcastin~
Minister. She was very critical of the
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The Bomb Again

ing a nuclear arms race with its im-
mense repercussions in India's inter-
national relations and the stability of
the South Asian region. At the same
time the paper says that such miscal-
culations are inherent in a situation
in which a country like Pakistan can
be used by a count.ry like China to
further its decJ,'ued design of eXfland-
ing its influence by induced instabi-
lity. It is for the international com-
munity to devise an answer to this
problem by sincere efforts to eradi-
cate from the world the scourge of
nuclear destruction. The longer the
powers represented at the Geneva
conference drag their feet on the basic
problem of total nuclear disarma-
ment, the nearer we will get to a
nuclear suicide.

Patriot has chosen not to be clear
about what exactly it wants the Gov-
ernment to do, but it has given suffi-
cient indication that the policy in
fut.ure should be somewhat different
from what it has been in the past.
The paper says that India's plans for
development of atomic power for
peaceful purposes cannot be upset by
the Pakistani scare but "we will have
to proceed in future on the basis that
nuclear collusion between Rawal-
pindi and Peking is a fact". Rawal-
pindi's recent representation to the
Canadian Government on the ques-
tion of Canadian collaboration in the
Rana Pratapnagar project in India
serves to strengthen suspidon about
its. motives. Pakistan itself is being
aSSISted by Canada in building a
llO-megawatt. atomic power station.
The attempt to interfere in India-
Canada collaboration is a manoeuvre
to delay Indian plans while Pakistan
proceeds on whatever secret under-
standing it has come to wi~h Peking.
The sudden clamour that Pakistan
has raised abroad about India explod-
ing a nuclear device in the near future
is obviously a stunt. Pakistan's lead-
ers realise that t.he agreement on the
nuclear station to be built with
China's assistance will be looked up-
on with intense suspicion in the 'Vest
from whom it expects to receive arms

EVER since the late Mr Lal Baha-
dur Shastri declared that India's

decision not to go in for the bomb
was contingent, there have been pe-
riodical clamours that India should
acquire nuclear weaponry. The re-
ported agreement between China and
Pakistan to collaborate in the setting

. up of an atomic power station in East
Pakistan has released another spate
of demands that India change its nu-
clear policy. Mrs Indira Gandhi's
statement in Parliament that the
policy is constantly under review has
encouraged the pro-changers. N a-
turally, Mr Swaran Singh's re-affirma-
tion that India was developing nu-
clear energy exclusively for peaceful
purposes has not been taken se.r:ious-
ly. The contradiction between the
two sticks out, i.n spite of clarifica-
tions by India in world capitals. Ac-
cording to a Washington report, the
USA has let it be known unofficially
that it is somewhat puzzled by the
contradictory statements emanating
from New Delhi. The US concern is
heightened by the (act that India has
rapidly narrowed the gap bet.ween in-
tention and ability to explode a
nuclear device.

The Press also is no longer as firm
as it used to be about what India's
nuclear policy should be. Not that
any paper has openly advocated that
India should develop atomic weapons
but none has said either that it should
not. On the other hand, the earlier
resistance to the bomb has softened
noticeably, and there are subtle sug-
gestions that India can no longer re-
main content with one-sided develop-
ment of atomic energy. The Hindus-
tan Times, which has always opposed
Indian entry in the nuclear arms
race, says that if it should become
clear that Pakistan is launched on
a nuclear weapons capacity, "no In-
dian Governrrient will be left with
any choice by the people except to
follow". But it cautions against a
hasty decision, for it is not out of
the bounds of possibility that a mis-
calculation is exactly what Pakistan
and China want in order to saddle
India with the responsibility for start-

may contact
S. D. CHANDAVARKAR

10, Kanara House
Mogal Lane, Mahim

Bombay-l 6.

ilians and their attitudes, but after
had become Prime Minister, the

lIIDeleader met her again and she
deprecatedthe Communists for .their
obse ion against the ICS men, who
weredoing an efficient job. The pre-
mium is on efficiency and not inte-
grity now.

Delhi waits now, hushed, for the
big story of one Ministerial resigna-
tion or the other to break any mo-
ment. Or it may not break now. All
the ame, what is going on in the par-
loursdoes concern the nation and it

shocking to think that things are
decidedso casually, in terms of perso-
nal equations.

But in the States, politics appear
to be more down·to-earth. Madras
IS currenly being rocked by a politi-
cal scandal. In the past, those sus-
pected of being Communists, Right
or Left, were eased out of Govern-
ment jobs. But a member of the
Right CPI's National Council is now
dvocate-General. The Central Sec-

retarial of the party has "condemned"
Mr Mohan Kumaramangalam for
keepingall the party units he belong-
ed to and leaders of the party in the
dark about his negot.iations with the
Madras Government over this ap-
poinlment. And the telling footnote
to the episode is Mr Kumaramanga-
lam sending in a resignat.ion letter
after laking up the Government job.
Tht Taml1nad State Party might
squirm now but was it not aware of
an attempt three years ago by the
Madra Government to induce Mr
Kumaramangalam to accept a job?
The story of the present appoint-
ment miRht be news to the party but
Illrickled out first in Kamaraj's court
111 1 'ew Delhi and a week later The
talesman reported it from Madras.

It was officially announced another
weeklater.

Some old sets of NO W
(Oct. 9, 1964 to September
4, 1965) are available at

Rs 20 each : postage extra.
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nd equipment (or its expanded mili-
r} build-up.

PriviIeged Position
The Times of India has merely

analysed the situation and refrained
fromexpressing any opinion on po-
licyissue. It says the Sino-Pak agree-
mentwould be unexceptionable if it
could be guaranteed that the pluto-
nium produced there would not be
diverted to military use. In theory
Peking can ask for bilateral safe-
guards, as Ottawa has done in the
caseof India. But in view of its oppo-
ition to a non-proliferation pro-

gramme and of its deliberate policy
of exacerbating Indo-Pakistan rela-
tions it is extremely doubtful that
China will. This is not to suggest
that China will assist Pakistan to be-
comea nuclear power. As the only
Asian country to possess atomic wea-
pons it will no doubt prefer to pre-
serve this privileged position. But
there is a real danger that Peking
might whet Rawalpindi's ambitions
just as French assistance has done in
the case of Israel. The paper also
alleges that Rawalpindi is working
for tighter controls to be clamped on
India. In this it already enjoys the
upport of the United States and Bri-

tain. The "Indian bomb lobby" has
cau ed concern abroad even though
it has not been particularly successful
in influencing ew Delhi. The result
is tJ1at the Canadian Government is
reluctant to conclude the proposed
agreement on the second power sta-
tion in Rajasthan. At the same time
there is increased US pressure for a
commitment by New Delhi that it
will not produce the bomb. The USA
and Britain are anxious to conclude
a non-proliferation treaty and extend
the Test-ban treaty to cover under-
ground tests as well, primarily be-
cause they hope to prevent India,
Israel and Japan going nuclear.

The Statesman has dismissed the
Rawalpindi propaganda about the
imminence of an Indian nuclear ex-
pIa ion as "undiluted nonsense"
which was unlikely to be accepted
by the Canadian or any ot.her respon-
ible Government. The paper sees
a possible reason for this propaganda
in Pakistani's reported agreement
with China for economic and tech-
nical cooperation which may include
Chinese assistance . for an atomic
power station in East Pakistan. The
paper says that Chinese atomic assis-
tance does not necessarily mean that
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Pakistan will soon acquire nuclear
weapons with Peking's help; no
bomb-producing Power has hitherto
been anxious to widen the member-
ship of the nuclear club. Yet China
-Isolated, angry and increasingly
desperate-may be inclin.ed to act dif-
ferently. "The anxiety expressed in
the Indian Parliament was under-
standable" but, the paper maintains,
that should not obscure the limita-
tions of Sino-Pakistan economic and
technical cooperation. All this has
not, however, deterred the paper
from describing the agreement as an
"ominous pact"

The Hindu is another paper which
is silent on what India should do in
the circumstances. Like others it ar-
gues that Pakistan's letter to the UN
accusiI~g India of being on the point
of settmg off a nuclear bomb was de-
signed to divert attention from its
own "mischievous action" of signing
an atomic pact with Peking. While
on the face of it, Pakistan is only
arranging for the development of
atomic energy for peaceful purposes,
it is odd, and indeed ominous, that
it should go to China for aid in thi:;
field. Other countries give such help
on the understanding that the atomic
fuel to be supplied is not to be used
for military pUTPQses. Obviously
Pakistan does not want to be bound
by such a condition. Apart from the
fact that Pakistan wants to set up,
"by hook or by crook", a number of
atomic power stations just because
India has done it, there is the added
attraction in this case that the Chin-
ese will not scruple to provide the
know-how for atomic weapons, if re-
quested. The Chinese are violently
opposed to any agreement to stop the
proliferation of atomic weapons, and.
they have discovered a "willing dis-
ciple" in Pakistan. The paper asks
those countries who have tried to
maintain that Pakistan's alliance with
the Chinese is no more than a simple
exercise in non-alignment or just a
manifestation of Asian good neigh-
bourliness to sit up and take notice
of this "new threat" to the peace of
Asia.

"Sinister"
Amrita Bazar Patrika is unhappy

that Pakistan's "sinister designs"
against India have not caused much
concern "in quarter.s that count".
The Pakistani rulers are utilising
Chinese military aid as a trump card
for blackmailing the USA and this

game is meeting with increasing suc-
cess as would be apparent from Wash-
ington's reported decision to lift the
ban on the supply of spares and com-
ponents for planes and tanks to Pakis-
tan. The paper understands the atti-
tude of China with its "sworn enmity"
to India but it is baffled by the USA's
continuing wooing of Pakistan in
spite of the latter's collusion with
China mainly directed against India.
The paper cannot hope for a change
in the American attitude as long as
President Ayub Khan succeeds in Cd1l-

tinuing his blackmailing tactics. The
stern reality is that Pakistan is now
being jointly armed by the llSA and
China, and India will have to remain
prepared for the worst.

Preventive Detention
The reported proposal of the Gov-

ernment of India to amend t.he Pre-
ventive Detention Act so as to specify
the circumstances and the type of
cases under which a person may be
detained without obtaining the opi-
nion of an advisory board and for
enhancing the period of detention in
such cases has provoked some caus-
tic comments from The Indian Ex-
press. It notes that the amendments
are to provide "for the distant, ever
distant" day when the Emergency
will be lifted and the Defence of In-
dia Rules, which contain no such in-
convenience as the board, will lapse.
"Thus, what will be conceded with
one hand will be taken away with
the other". It speaks poorly of those
in authority that having made perma-
nent the temporary Preventive De-
tention Act, the Government should
now be pondering how to remove
from it the few safeguards which
made it a liberal law compared to
the DIR. Detailing the safeguards
provided in the defence regulations
promulgated in Britain at a time
when the country was battling for
sheer survival, the paper says that in
framing similar legIslation for India,
on the outbreak of the last war, the
British omitted these safeguards. It
is sad to think that free India's Gov-
ernment should adopt not the laws
the British had for their own coun-
try, but the one they imposed on
their colony. Sadder still that thev
persist in this choice. .

Nature, clz1mate, snake:s and mos-
quitoes are also our allies against the
USA.

Ho Chi Minh
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Devigarjan
RUPSEN

ON the day Calcutta Theatre pre-
sented DevigaTjan at Biswa-

mapa, all was not ill that began ill.
Throughout the early part, gaps be-
tween the scenes were irritatingly
long; in the midst of an intensely
lyrical scene when the groom at the
feet of his veiled bride went into
raptures, the light-director kept the
clouds moving; when the night-
marish intrigue-scene between Pra-
bhanjan and Tribhuban was about
to reach a climax, the moustache of
the director himself came loose; a
good many glimpses of the dark hair
defying the white wig of the priest
proved a definite eyesore; a sup-
posedly naive peasant girl forgot to
take off her glasses (possibly of
Lawrence & Mayo make); quite
often a number of characters drop-
ped into chaste Calcutta diction from
the rustic dialect of the Santhals; im-
portant characters like Tribhuban and
Mangla degenerated into banal con-
ventionality when what was wanted
was stylization. And, above all, the
theme was of the conventional
IPT A stock; the story of the de-
spoiler and the despoiled, the oppres-
sor and the oppressed, culminating
into a peasant revolt and the ulti-
mate victory of the underdogs.

But the dramatist-cum-director,
Bijon Bhattacharya, knows his busi-
lless. If the theme was con-
ventional, the treatment was fresh
and poetic. Stock sequences were
charged with artistically acceptable
moods: the wedding night became
intensely lyrical, the temptation
scene assumed the necessary grotesque
character, the macabre in the rape-
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scene Was adequately emphasized, the
victory of the people was identified
with a ritual. A new approach to
old situations elevated them to the
level of art. B~t Mr Bhattacharya
did not stop at that. He knew that
art,istic fusion of these disparate
moods was necessary to achieve poetic
unity. This he did with a consis-
tently exaggerated stylization. Every-
thing was inflated. The choreo-
graphy was ballet-like, the dialogue
always rhythmic and at times rhym-
ing, movements and gestures were
harmonious. The emphasis was al-
ways on the heroic, the overdone and
the extravagant.: poetry was born in
the theatre .

.~cting was almost always good.
BIJon Bhat.tachary~ and Sajal Roy-
chowdhury were more than excel-
lent; ~eba Roychowdhury, with the
ex~ept.lOn. of yet-to-be-matched Tripti
MItra, mIght henceforth claim to be
a leading lady of the Bengali
theatre. Khaled Chowdhury with his
set-design was excellent as usual.
But for the bungling with the clouds,
Tapas Sen was adequate.t:he mistakes of the evening were
ObVIOUS. But the total impact was
t.remendous.

Madhuchakra
RUPSEN

ON July 28, Madhuchakra) a Ben-
gali adaptation of Bernard

Shaw's Mrs Walren's Profession) was
staged by Gandharba at the Mukta
Angan. Producing Shaw in 1966 is
not quite fashionable. Moreover,
Mrs Warre'n's Profession is Shaw at
his worst. It is clearly an Ibsenite
Alay, but Shaw has captured little
of the dramatic inevitability of
Ibsen's plays. Despite the assumed
naturalism, there is always a touch of
the artificial and the contrived which
is never wholly made good by the
sharp and the witty exchanges be-
tween characters. Shaw is somewhat
affectionate towards his characters
but never allows them to take on a
dramatic existence of their own. The
characters move towards discovery
of sociological and moral data but
they never move towards self-aware-
ness. Finally, Shaw, in his dispro-
portionate emphasis on discussion,
allows form tOt take care of itself.
So, we are left with an unresolved

tension between form and content.
The choice of such a play after some
seventy years is rather unhappy. It
betrays a lack of historical sense.
But the director knows his histrio-
nics. Everything was ably controlled.
The acting was almost always ade-
quate. Mamata Chatterjee as Kabita
and the young director as Buru Roy-
cho,,~dhury were superb. The choreo-
graphy was well conceived, set and
decor, along with the lighting, were
effective.

Those who do not like to be
choosey would find Madhuchahra
pleasant enough [or an evening.

Fantasy, French Style
By A FILM CRITIC

AN introductory statement appear-
ing after the credit-titles of

Cocteau's The Beauty And ,The Beast
(shown last week by the film societies
of Calcutta) urges us to take the film
as a sort of fable and from the very
beginning, the fairy-tale milieu is
firmly established. The plot is the old
story of the Beauty and the Beast,
a girl's sacrifice to the desires of a
hideous Beast, her struggle with the
animal, her ultimate victory and the
conversion of the beast into a hand-
some prince, the young man of her
dreams. The house of the Beauty
with her poor but loving father, her
jealous sisters, the good-for-nothing
brother, has the right atmosphere of
the age·old legends. The Beast's
castle is a storehouse of macabre ma-
gic. The Beauty's confrontation with
the Beast and the struggle that en-
sues between the opposing forces of
good and evil, generates a tension in
their relations, which is the core of
the film. The final moment when
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O. P. BHAGAT

Valley Of Fairies

love triumphs over repubion" hate and
anger comes rather as a reward and
not as a retribution (as in other le-
gends like Bram Stoker's Dracula,
where the monster dissolves into thin
air before the overpowering influence
of love). The Beast here is an un-
fortunate being, perhaps suffering
under a curse, and sparks of human
feeling occasionally gleam through
his eyes which are kind, passionate
and tender and have nothing beastlv
about them. The struggle between
the two souls is Wl;lOlIy mental.

The silent sufferings of the Beast
are underlined by his agonised
tableaux and restless nocturnal prow-
lings in the castle. The Beauty is
also torn between her growing affec-
tionate feelings towards, the Beast
and the fear of the repellent. night-
mare of animal lust. This conflict
has been portrayed quite effectively
and the simple fable has been im-
pregnated with new meaning and sig-
nificance. The visual beauty of the
film confirms Cocteau as a film-maker
with a painter's eye and a poet's
mind (although some childish double-
exposure devices like Beauty's travels
in time, or the final flight through
the clouds are a trifle obtrusive)
while Georges Auric's haunting me-
lodies create an appropriate back-
ground to Cocteau's dream-world.

Zazie
While Cocteau has his fable of

human beasts and medieval castles,
Louis Malle turns his camera on the
denizens of the asphalt jungle and
his Zazie in the Metro (shown recent-
ly by Calcutta Film Society and Cine
Club of Calcutta) is a sort of modern
fantasy with Paris as its central point.
The squalid atmosphere of a metro-
polis has been seen through the inno-
cent eyes of Zazie, a little girl who
has come to Paris on a weekend to
visit her uncle. This is a brilliant
example of the free-style movie-mak-
ing, drawing on all available resources
of the cinema, from the silent slap-
stick to the latest 'nouvelle vague
jump-cut methods. But the film is
not just a compendium of tricks.
Here the different styles have been
beau tifull y assim,ilated to create a
complex vision of the mechanised
urban society of today. Louis Malle,
one of the leading New Wave direc-
tors, is a film-maker definitely in deep
love with his muse, and his unfetter-
ed imagination has left its mark on
every shot in this film and some of
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them (like the chase through the
Paris streets in which Zazie and her
pursuer play the cat and mouse of the
animated cartoon, the hilIarious se-

THE r~oon was nearly full. Around
nine my nephew and I started

for the bridge, about two miles from
home. He had walked up to the
spot quite a few times before, but
I was going there for the first time.

Leaving the blocks of flats behind,
we came to the main road. On one
side of it stretched the suburb of
Rajouri, with its big and small
bungalows. On the other side, for
some distance, were detached houses.
In the spaces between grew thorny
bushes and gigantic swallow-worts.
So clear was the moonlight that I
could see the pale-green of the broad
leaves which seemed to have been
cut out of thick paper.

The afternoon had been very hot,
as New Delhi afternoons are in the
month of May. But now it was
cool and pleasant. To walk at a
leisurely pace was refreshing after
the lethargy of the day. Quite many
people were out.

Soon we passed by the last of the
detached houses. I had expected to
find wild bushes beyond it, but the
level ground waf; marked by syste-
matic paths, along which grew hun-
dred of saplings. A new suburb was
in the making.

Then the long trail of Rajouri's
houses came to an end. The road
was deserted here. I thought that
a jackal would cross our path soon,
for I had heard that the animals
roamed near the newly built suburbs
at night. But there was no jackal
or any other creature for many yards
around. Nor did we hear any howl-
ing in the distance. It was cool 'lnd
quiet, with the moon looking mag-
nificent above.

We walked on. Presently we saw
heaps of gravel and drums of coal-
tar on the roadside. A steam-roller
stood by, cold and silent like a
monument. A minute later the
quiet spell was broken by a truck
that came rattJing down the road.
Then followed a horse-cart. From it
came the bleating of goats, which

quence on the Eifel Tower, t
cative night scenes) will defini
main as memorable mOl1len~
world of the cinema.

were perhaps being taken
slaughter-house.

Suddenly the road became ro
and broken, and it inclined upw
It was being rebuilt to pass over
bridge, down which passed tr'
To keep the traffic flowing a na
road had been built along the
road.

We trudged up the broken ro
From some distance came the voi
of women and children. They w
shrill and confused and we could n
make out anything. When we ca
upon the talkers, we found th
were men among them too. Th
were road-makers. Availing of
light of the moon, they were wor
ing overtime. The men and wom
shovelled and sifted broken ston
and talked to their children at t
same time. Nearby were their te
porary huts, outside which lay thei
cots and utensils.

We jogged up the incline an
reached the bridge. Our arriva
disturbed a resting bird and it be
gan to shriek. It uttered several
short, harsh cries and then relapsed
into silence, or perhaps had flown
away. It was quiet .again but for
the low voices' of some railway em·
ployees below.

From the bridge we looked a t the
scene before us. There were trees
and light~ aU around. The lights
of West Delhi extended in a vast,
graceful arc. Tilak Nagar, a suburb
about twa miles as the crow flies,
glittered like a swarm of fire-flies.

As we watched the lights, there
was a throbbing sound in the dis-
tance. "It's a train," said my nephew.
"We'll watch it pass below."

We waited. The throbbing sound-
ed nearer and louder. But we saw
no flashing headlight. Only a small
glow came towards us along the
track. It was a locomotive, doing-
reverse. It rumbled near and passed
under the bridge. The earth quaked
and the bridge almost tottered.

The next moment the locomotive
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receding. The quaking and
tering ceased. The rumble soften-
gradually, until it died away. It
quiet once again, with the moon

vc and the lights of Tilak Nagar
the distance. For a moment I

t as if I were standing on a hill
d looking at the houses of fairies
the valley.

--
DIA'SLONG-TERM FOOD

ROBLEM
Y Dr V. K. R. V. Rao
blished by Kerala University.

THIS book consists of two lec-
tures delivered at Kerala U ni-

ity as the Mathai Memorial Lec-
s in 1966. Even in the best of

rcumstances these could be only of
demic interest, but reading it at
time of severe food crisis, one is
inded of Lord Keynes's statement,
the long run we are all dead".
ot that Dr V.K.R.V. Rao does

I touch the short-term problem, he
. But his statements in this con-

tion are more in the nature of
iter dicta. Correctly, the imme-
Ie problem has been assessed as
e of proper distribution, for a co-
'nated production programme
es time. But that is all. The
ments also are not always as clear

one expects from Dr Rao. For
lance, talking of food zones, while
admits that "zonal restrictions

ve aggravated the position by pre-
ling free movement", he thinb
e is "logic behind continuance of
es" as it makes procurement in
Ius States easier. And then he
on to talk about the necessity of

tional int('gration, and "disci-
ed action" at all levels.
here is, however, something in
long-term approach. For the pro-

he is trying to tackle is not
al shortage but malnutrition,

NOW

which is more widespr~ad (affecting
about half the populauon). And he
gives a timely reminder that we
should not belittle our food problem
by confusing it with the cereal short-
age.

In order to assess the long-term
food deficiency, understood in the

.sense of correcting the nutritional
imbalance, he adopts some nutri-
tional norms. He classifies them
under minimum, medium and long-
tenCl nutritional requirements on a
per-capita basis, and finds out the
future requirement for the country
as a whole, after checking them with
the. probable future growth of ·popu-
latIOn. On the basis of the mini-
mum nutritional requirement, the
cereal shortage is assessed at about
nine per cent. It is in this sense alone
that the Governments' contention
that it would solve the food problem
by the end of the Fourth Plan can be
understood. But taking other essen-
tial food requirements, the minimum
t~rget I?ay be reached only in the
FIft~ FIve Year Plan and it may be
possIble to reach the medium targe1
by 1980-81 if we follow the measures
indicated by Dr Rao. What art"
these measures?

Measures
This is the subject of the second

lecture. It should be noted that even
to a.c~ieve the minimum target of
nutntIOnal requirement it will re-
quire an annual compound rate of
growth of 6.4 per cent in the overall
total of all food items. A formidable
t.ask indeed. The area of cultivable
!and being limited, the only way to
ll1crease production is to raise the
productivity per acre. How does Dr
Rao propose to go about it? He lists
ten ~ell-kn<?wn measures, starting
from ll1creasmg the area under irri.
gation to soil conservation. But in
what order of priority? There is no
answer. We find that measures like
use of better seeds and increased use
of fertilizers bear the serial numbers
five and six respectively.

In .the absence of any weightage
for differen t measures and relating
these to the total investment effort,
Dr Rao does not· even remotely sug-
gest an outline of agricultural deve-
lopment strategy, though the word
has been used in some places. Inci.
dentally, he advocates the use of
mechanisation for farms below 5
acres also. He maintains thaI
mechanisation will reduce the cattle

burden in India. How? He could
more easily have said that mechani-
sation would reduce the population
pressure in India.

But what the so-called strategy of
agricultural development lacks is
more apparent than what it includes.
It is one thing to lay down the tar-
gets of achievement and quite an-
ot.her to see how these can be achiev-
ed in a businesslike fashion. How do
we ensure that scattered individual
cultivators will produce what we
want them to produce; that they do
not shift their lands from food-
crops to cash-crops on the basis of
temporary price variations; that they
do adopt modern methods of cultiva-
tion and utilize the water available
for irrigation? Can we depend on
landless agricultural labourers to put
their heart and soul in increasing the
productivity per acre? Or is it just
to do away with this obstr~cting
motivation factor that Dr Rao advo-
cates mechanisation of even very
small fanus ? That there are problems
in this sphere even Dr Rao admits.
He estimates that something like 4
miUionacres of land are awaiting
irrigation in spite of water being
available in the canals, just because
prompt action has not been taken to
enable the water to reach the fields.
In the case of better seeds also Dr
Rao points out that specific incen-
tives had to be given to farmers to
use them.

Ultimately the plan for increased
agricultural production depends on
the action of individual cultivators.
State action can only create the pos-
sibilities, but realization of the
possibilities depends wholly on indi-
vidual cultivators. The main prob-
lem of agricultural planning is to in-
duce the cultivators to act in the de-
sired' way. Therefore, a condition
precedent to undertaking agricultural
planning in India is to organise the
scattered agricultural producers into
an integrated co-operative system.
Only when it takes place it may be
possible to influence the agricultural
sector effectively. The institutional
bottlenecks have to be removed and
cannot just be ·assumed away. Other-
wise development planning may be
reduced to a'rithmetical exercises.

A. G.

NOW
is available at railwilY

booksellers of
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Maidan Meeting
While I admit you are only dis-

charging your professional journalis-
tic duty by tearing off the masks of
Mr Ghosh and the Chief Minister,
I have to point out that YOLl were
carrying coal to Newcastle in your
xposure of these people in your

leader 'Masquerade' (August 5). As
you will possibly agree, it was neces-
saryfor the Ghosh-Sen coterie to put
up a deceptively brave face before the
public if only for boosting the
dwindling morale of the Congress
rank and file. Also there is nothing
fresh or flabbergasting about the
communal overtones or vituperative
undertones in their speeches on the
faidan, for these are the time-

honoured weapons of the post-inde-
pendence Congress leaders.

The West Bengal scene is only a
part of the all-India process in which
the Karmayogi of the Gandhian Con-
gress is lost in the Commissar of the
Kamaraj Congress. Its monolithic
nature and elephantine majority in
legislatures enabled the party to arm
its leaders with arbitrary powers, with
the result that they started running
roughshod over the public and the
Opposition. But, luckily, there is
a silver lining in the clouds. People,
especially in the urban areas, have
become disgusted with the state of
affairs and disenchanted with the
ruling party. Opposition parties like
the SSP and CPI are exploring pos-
sibilities of an electoral adjustment,
if not alignment, in the comi ng elec-
tions so as to avoid the splitting of
Opposition vot,es. If their attempts
succeed, the Congress leaders' mas-
querade in public and their mirage
of a landslide electoral victory can
be exposed.

S. PARAMESWARAN
Calcutta

The meeting organised by Ghosh
and Sen company on the Maidan was
the culmination of a long process of
preparation. But their orations did

not provide a single answer to the
basic criticisms that are being level-
led against the Congress from all
quarters today, not only the devalua-
tion that is economic, but devaluing
all social values in Indian life, mass
poverty and starvation, unemploy-
ment and soaring prices. They were
silent on all these issues.

Had this been all, there would
have been no objections. But one
remark of Mr Sen is significant. It
is his exhortation to Congressmen to
repel the coming "gherao" mDvement
of the left.ists by counter-attacks.
Is this not clearly a call for 'civil
war'? Along with this call should be
read the action of Mr Nanda in in-
troducing the Unlawful Activities

. (Prevention) Bill and the Defence
of India (Amendment) Bill on the
floor of Parliament on the very day
discussion of the motion of 'no con-
fidence' \beg.an. These two aspects
are co-related. Congress leaders are
banking on repressive laws and inter-
nal civil strife in order to perpetuate
the rule of finance capital of which
they are open servitors.

]AGADISHC. DUTTA
- Birati

Mr Ghosh's confidence at the Mai-
dan reminds me of Don Quixote's
adventures on leaving the Inn. But
1962 is over. It will never come
back. The people of West Bengal
are ready to st,ill his thunder once
for all. LALIT HAzRA

Kurchi, Burdwan

Vietnam

Not a day passes without a proces-
sion or a meeting in Calcutta con-
demning the Indian Government's
vacillating role in Vietnam. I defini-
tely believe that America has noth-
ing to do in Vietnam and must quit
it lock, stock and barrel. But how
can one expect the Indian Govern-
ment to take an over-enthusiastic re-
volutionary stand vis-a-vis the Viet-
nam war? When India faced attacks
from China and Pakistan the North
Vietnam Government was completely
silent. When the whole Communist

world is a patient onlooker of the
rape of Vietnam, one cannot expect
a bourgeois Indian Government to
act according to revolutionary mora-
lity. A. K. BACCHI

Calcutta

The Vietnamese are capable of
kicking out the Americans without
massive help from the Soviet Union
(let the comrades there produce more
cosmetics). It is also useless to cri-
tize the Indian Government's policy
towards Vietnam, as our neutrality
has already been deposited in the
American safe deposit vault.

SRIHARSACHATTERJEE
Calcutta

Our Leadership

I was surprised to read Mr Ajit
Bhattacharya's letter (July 29), To
me the letter appeared to be point-
less. I wonder why such a letter was
published in a magazine like Now.

I wonder whether Mr Bhattacharya
was in a joking mood and meant
just the opposite of what he wrote.

RUDRANGSHUMUKHERJEE
Calcutta

Mr Bhattacharya dares to call you
alien but he forgets that his beloved
great leaders are pro-American. They
formulate their economic and foreign
policies under the supervision of US
experts.

RANA CHATTOPADHYAY
Calcutta

Indian Capitalists

On July 31, speaking under a pro-
gramme "Towards Better Political
Understanding" organized by the
Ahmedabad Junior Chamber, Mr
Bhupesh Gupta said with admirable
clarity that his party was not oppos-
ed to the Indian capitalists.

He should now move one step fur-
ther and exhort the unionists to give
up their militant policies in the in-
terest of industrial peace.

AMIYA BHATTACHARJEE
Calcutta
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